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A phenomenological model was developed to describe responses of high-spontaneous-rate
auditory-nerve~AN! fibers, including several nonlinear response properties. Level-dependent gain
~compression!, bandwidth, and phase properties were implemented with a control path that varied
the gain and bandwidth of tuning in the signal-path filter. By making the bandwidth of the control
path broad with respect to the signal path, the wide frequency range of two-tone suppression was
included. By making the control-path filter level dependent and tuned to a frequency slightly higher
than the signal-path filter, other properties of two-tone suppression were also included. These
properties included the asymmetrical growth of suppression above and below the characteristic
frequency and the frequency offset of the suppression tuning curve with respect to the excitatory
tuning curve. The implementation of this model represents a relatively simple phenomenological
description of a single mechanism that underlies several important nonlinear response properties of
AN fibers. The model provides a tool for studying the roles of these nonlinearities in the encoding
of simple and complex sounds in the responses of populations of AN fibers. ©2001 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1336503#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Pg@BLM #
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phenomenological models for auditory-nerve~AN! re-
sponses provide a useful tool for studying the representa
of simple and complex sounds at the first level of neu
coding in the auditory system. These models allow hypo
esis testing of the mechanisms that underlie various resp
properties. They also provide a tool for creating populat
responses that can be used to quantify the information a
able to the central nervous system~CNS! for different
stimuli. In this study, a phenomenological model for A
responses was developed that focuses on several nonl
response properties of AN fibers. The motivation for the
velopment of this model was to provide a more accurate
quantitative description of the responses of AN fibers
complex sounds, such as noise-masked stimuli and sp
sounds. To study the encoding of complex stimuli, inclus
of nonlinear interactions between frequency component
the stimulus is important.

a!Address for correspondence: Laurel H. Carney, PhD, Department of
medical Engineering, 44 Cummington St., Boston, MA 02215. Electro
mail: carney@bu.edu
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Nonlinearities that are the focus of this study include t
compressive changes in gain and bandwidth as a functio
stimulus level, the associated changes in the phase of ph
locked responses, and two-tone suppression. These phe
ena have all been related to a single mechanism in the in
ear, often referred to as the cochlear amplifier~Patuzzi and
Robertson, 1988; Patuzzi, 1996; Holley, 1996!. The chal-
lenge of the present study was to develop a model wit
single mechanism that produces these different respo
properties. The development of the model was guided by
data available in the literature, where possible. Howev
physiological descriptions of nonlinear response proper
typically focus on one or two properties at a time, and ha
been conducted in a number of different species. Theref
the goal of the present study was to develop a model
captures the key features of several AN nonlinearities, wh
keeping the model as simple as possible.

Evidence for nonlinear gain in the inner ear was fi
described in terms of a compressive nonlinearity, or red
tion in gain as stimulus level was increased to relatively h
levels~Rhode, 1971!. More recent studies have demonstrat
that the compressive nonlinearity affects responses from
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low as 20 dB SPL up to the highest levels tested~110 dB
SPL! in the most sensitive ears~Ruggeroet al., 1997!. Rug-
geroet al. ~1992! and Cooper and Rhode~1996! showed that
the compressive nonlinearity and two-tone suppression
both affected by the same experimental manipulations, p
viding evidence that these two nonlinear properties are lik
to be due to a single mechanism. Two-tone suppression
previously been described in a number of studies of the
~e.g., Sachs and Kiang, 1968; Costalupeset al., 1987; Javel
et al., 1978, 1983; Delgutte, 1990; Temchinet al., 1997!,
inner hair cells~IHCs! ~Cheatham and Dallos, 1989, 199
1992; Nuttall and Dolan, 1993!, and basilar membrane~BM!
~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1992; Nuttall and Dolan, 1993; Rhod
and Cooper, 1993, 1996; Cooper, 1996!. Two-tone suppres-
sion grows with suppressor tone level at different rates
pending upon the frequency of the suppressor with respe
the characteristic frequency~Costalupeset al., 1987; Javel
et al., 1983; Delgutte, 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1992; Rhode
and Cooper, 1996!. This property of two-tone suppressio
will influence the responses of AN fibers to complex wid
band sounds. The present model includes this asymmet
aspect of two-tone suppression as well as the compres
nonlinearity associated with the cochlear amplifier.

The model described here significantly extends a pre
ous model developed by Carney~1993!, which included
compression and level-dependent bandwidths and pha
but not realistic two-tone suppression. The wide-band, fe
forward control path in the present model replaces the fe
back control mechanism used in the previous model an
critical for including two-tone suppression. Wide-band su
pression mechanisms superimposed on the more narr
tuned excitatory process have previously been suggeste
explaining some of the properties of two-tone suppress
~Geisler and Sinex, 1980; Delgutte, 1990!.

The model proposed here joins several other phen
enological models of basilar membrane and/or AN
sponses. This model focuses on the nonlinear response p
erties of auditory-nerve fibers described above, especially
level-dependent phase properties and two-tone suppres
Level-dependent phase properties of AN responses have
been a focus of other modeling studies, but several h
addressed the problem of two-tone suppression and re
nonlinear response properties.

Several modeling studies have explored combination
linear filters and memoryless nonlinearities that provide p
nomenological representations of responses at the leve
the basilar membrane~without inclusion of models for the
inner hair cells and IHC-AN synapse!. Initial models of this
type included the bandpass nonlinearity~BPNL! models of
Pfeiffer ~1970! and Duifhuis~1976!. Goldstein~1990, 1995!
extended this approach with a multiple bandpass nonlin
~MBPNL! model, which included two interacting paths, o
with a low-pass filter followed by a memoryless nonlineari
and one with a bandpass filter. Several nonlinear coch
response properties can be explained by this model du
the level-dependent interaction of the two paths, which
be thought of as representing multiple modes of BM exc
tion ~e.g., Lin and Guinan, 2000!.

The MBPNL model describes level-dependent is
649 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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reponse tuning curves that include ‘‘tails,’’ as well as seve
aspects of two-tone rate suppression, including the asym
try of suppression for low-side versus high-side suppress
synchrony capture by low-frequency tones, simple-tone
terference, and the generation of combination tones~Gold-
stein, 1990, 1995; Lin and Goldstein, 1995!. While there is
some overlap between the phenomena described by
present model and by the MBPNL model, there are sev
important conceptual differences between the two mode
approaches. The MBPNL model consists of parallel pa
ways comprised of static filters that interact through mem
ryless nonlinearities, whereas the model presented here
sists of a simple bandpass filter with time-varying gain a
bandwidth. In addition, most of the simulations presen
here include models for the IHC and the IHC-AN synap
the goal of this model is to provide AN discharge patterns~as
opposed to cochlear responses!, and comparisons of mode
output are primarily made to AN response properties
scribed in the literature. The detailed relationship betwe
phases of BM and AN responses, which vary with stimu
frequency, characteristic frequency~CF, the frequency to
which an AN fiber is most sensitive!, and SPL~e.g., Ruggero
and Rich, 1987; Narayanet al., 1998; Cheatham and Dallos
1999! are beyond the scope of this study.

The level-dependence of the phase of BM~e.g., Geisler
and Rhode, 1982; Ruggeroet al., 1997!, IHC ~Cheatham and
Dallos, 1998!, and AN ~e.g., Andersonet al., 1971! re-
sponses to tones at frequencies above and below CF
nonlinear response property that is potentially important
the encoding of complex sounds~e.g., Carney, 1994!. This
property cannot be described by the MBPNL model. T
study presented here examines the relationship betw
level-dependent phase and two-tone suppression and i
trates that a single mechanism can be used to incorpo
both properties in a phenomenological model. Note that
model presented here does not attempt to include all of
properties explained by the MBPNL and other models.
particular, tails of tuning curves and simple-tone interfe
ence, which can be explained by MBPNL models, are
addressed by this model. Also, this model does not incl
asymmetrical filter shapes, which are the focus of Irino a
Patterson’s~1997! auditory filter model that includes a leve
dependent ‘‘glide’’ of the instantaneous frequency of A
impulse responses as a function of time. Actual BM and A
responses have glides that are level-independent~e.g., Recio
et al., 1996; de Boer and Nuttall, 1997; Carneyet al., 1999!,
and the direction of the glide varies with CF in AN respons
~Carneyet al., 1999!. Inclusion of this potentially importan
temporal response property into an AN model would be
interest for future studies.

Another feature of several AN models is the inclusion
high, medium, and low spontaneous-rate AN fibers~Liber-
man, 1978!. Sachs and Abbas~1974! and Schoonhovenet al.
~1998! investigated phenomenological models that explain
rate-level functions for AN fibers with different spontaneo
rates in terms of the relation between AN threshold and B
compression. Also, detailed models of the IHC-AN synap
~e.g., Schwid and Geisler, 1982; Meddis, 1986, 1988; W
terman and Smith, 1988; Geisler, 1990; Hewitt and Medd
649Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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1991; Lopez-Povedaet al., 1998! provide descriptions of
several features of AN rate-level functions. In the study p
sented here, results are limited to high spontaneous-rate
fibers.

One benefit of the filterbank model developed here
that it allows the simulation of population responses of A
fibers to simple and complex sounds. Previous models h
also been developed for this purpose, and these models s
some of the properties of the present model. Jenisonet al.
~1991! developed a composite model for AN responses t
included level-dependent peripheral filter bandwidths, wh
were based on filters derived from a database of AN ra
level functions. Deng and Geisler~1987! developed a com-
posite model for AN responses based on a nonlinear coch
model with longitudinal stiffness coupling. Giguere an
Woodland ~1994! proposed an analog/digital composi
model that included the compressive nonlinearity. All
these models were tested primarily with speech stimuli,
showed several interesting features, such as synchrony
ture by low-frequency formants. None of these models w
tested closely using simple tones or pairs of tones to exp
the details of their level-dependent phase properties or
tails of two-tone suppression.

The model described in the present study shares s
general features with a recent model proposed by Robert
Eriksson~1999!, which included nonlinear gain, bandwidth
and some aspects of two-tone suppression. However,
Robert and Eriksson~1999! model did not address sever
key response properties that are a focus of the present s
For example, their study did not include the temporal
sponse properties of AN fibers, such as the dependenc
synchrony on level and frequency, and the level-depende
of the phase of phase-locked responses. In addition, they
not address the asymmetry in suppression growth above
below CF. Their model involved a feedback control mech
nism that combined control signals from neighboring fib
with different CFs to achieve an effectively wider-band co
trol path, and thus wide-band two-tone suppression.

In the present study, the strategy is instead to us
wide-band feedforward path, which allows the properties
two-tone suppression to be included in a model of a sin
CF fiber~without having to simulate responses of the neig
boring fibers!. Furthermore, the level-dependent gain a
bandwidth of the feedforward control path in the pres
model allow the asymmetry of two-tone suppression to
included. Because studies of information coding in the au
tory system are still investigating the roles of temporal inf
mation and/or average discharge rate, this model was
signed to simulate both aspects of the AN discharges wit
much accuracy as possible, over wide ranges of CF and S

This report presents the overall design and impleme
tion of the model and shows responses of the model t
number of stimuli that have been used in physiological st
ies of AN fibers. The next section describes each stage o
model and its parameter values~either in equations or in a
table!, justification for parameter choices, and an explanat
of the major effects of each parameter. Following the mo
description, response properties of the model are shown
discussed. Model responses are compared to severa
650 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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amples of AN responses from the literature; note that
parameters of the model were the same for all simulatio
However, the levels of the stimuli tested were sometim
adjusted to accommodate differences in threshold betw
the model and a particular AN fiber. The model paramet
are primarily based on the responses of AN fibers in c
however, data from other species were used when neces
The model presented here is focused on nonlinear tun
properties and is limited to high-spontaneous-rate AN fibe
Interactions between nonlinear aspects of basilar-memb
tuning and the properties of the IHC-AN synapse create
ferent response properties for low- and mediu
spontaneous-rate AN fibers~Sachs and Abbas, 1974!. Future
study in this series will focus on inclusion of more detail
the IHC-AN synapse, as well as the interaction of the pro
erties of the synapse with the other nonlinear features of
present model, and will thus extend this model to include
other spontaneous-rate groups.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

The general scheme of the AN model implementation1 is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The input to the model is the instan
neous pressure waveform of the stimulus in Pascals.
effects of the external and middle ears are not conside
here. The model includes properties described in rec
physiological studies of the auditory system; however, it i
phenomenological model and the main effort is to simul
realistic level-dependent average-rate and temporal

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the AN model. The waveforms that illustrate t
output of each stage are the responses of a 500 Hz CF fiber to a 50 dB
pure tone at CF.
650Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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sponses of AN fibers with the simplest possible model.
determine the model parameters, experimental data avai
in the literature were used whenever possible and reason
assumptions were made when there were no data to supp
particular parameter value. The selection of parameters
equations in the model was guided mainly by the respo
properties of the model rather than by the mechanisms of
actual physiological system. The two major parts of the n
linear filtering section of the model are thesignal pathand
the feedforwardcontrol path~Fig. 1!.

The tuning of the signal path~corresponding roughly to
tuning on the basilar membrane! is modeled by a cascade o
a time-varying filter and a linear filter. The control path ac
to regulate the tuning of the time-varying signal-path fil
and is responsible for the compression and suppression
fects observed in model AN responses. The bandpass filt
the control path has a broader bandwidth than the signal
to achieve two-tone suppression over a wide freque
range. A saturating nonlinearity followed by a low-pass fil
in the control path determines the dynamic range and
dynamics of the compression and suppression. The con
signal is then shifted and scaled to adjust the threshold
range of compression~each fiber is scaled based on its CF!.
The output of the signal-path filter is then passed throu
models for the IHC and IHC-AN synapse that represent c
responding processing stages in the cochlea. A nonhom
neous Poisson-process model with refractory effects is u
to generate the discharge times of the AN fiber. Brief d
scriptions and values for all model parameters are provi
in Table I.

B. Signal-path filter

The signal-path filter represents the tuning properties
a specific location on the basilar membrane; the output of
signal-path filter provides the input to the IHC model. T
signal path consists of a time-varying filter followed by
linear filter. The gain and bandwidth of the time-varyin
narrow-band filter are changed continuously as the con
signal fluctuates, varying on a cycle-by-cycle basis w
stimulus fluctuations below 800 Hz~limited by the low-pass
filter in the control path!. The signal-path time-varying filte
is the source of the level-dependent-phase and the two-t
suppression response nonlinearities illustrated in the fig
below. The nonlinear filter also introduces asymmetry in
output signal, resulting in a dc component that varies acr
stimuli and sound levels. This dc component~which may or
may not be biophysically appropriate! is difficult to accom-
modate using the simplified model stages that follow
nonlinear signal-path filter. Therefore, the final stage in
signal-path filter is a linear bandpass filter that eliminates
dc component of the response.

Both the time-varying nonlinear filter and the linear fi
ter in the signal path were based on gammatone filters, w
have been used in several studies to represent the imp
responses of AN fibers~Johannesma, 1972; de Boer, 197
de Boer and de Jongh, 1978; de Boer and Kruidenier, 19
Carney and Yin, 1988; Carney, 1993!. The impulse respons
of the gamma-tone filter is given by
651 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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g~ t !5u~ t2a!~ t2a!g21e2~ t2a!/t cos@vCF~ t2a!# ~1!

whereu~•! is the unit-step function,a is a delay added to the
gammatone response,t is the time constant,vCF is the radian
frequency corresponding to the characteristic frequency~CF!
of the model fiber, andg is the order of the filter. This func-
tion has a simple expression in the frequency domain~Patter-
sonet al., 1988!:

G~v!50.5tg~g21!!e2 j vaF 1

@11 j t~v2vCF!#
g

1
1

@11 j t~v1vCF!#
gG

>
tg~g21!!e2 j va

2@11 j t•~v2vCF!#
g , vCF@0, ~2!

wherej is A21.
The signal path consists of a nonlinear third-order ga

matone filter followed by a linear first-order gammatone
ter. The nonlinear filter is implemented by frequency shifti
the input signal downward by CF, then using a cascade
three first-order low-pass filters, based on the strategy
Pattersonet al. ~1988!. The low-pass filters were imple
mented digitally using the IIR bilinear transformation~Op-
penheim and Schafer, 1975!. The time delaya in the nonlin-
ear filter is the additional delay that is required for a gamm
tone filter to represent the AN impulse response, includ
traveling-wave, acoustical, and synaptic delays~Carney and
Yin, 1988; Shera and Guinan, 2000!. The delay is a function
of CF, estimated from fits of gammatone functions to me
sured reverse-correlation functions~Carney and Yin, 1988;
Carney, 1993!:

a~CF!5ADe2xCF/AL22p/vCF, ~3!

where AD and AL are from Carney~1993! and xCF is the
distance~mm! from the apex of the basilar membrane fro
Liberman’s~1982! frequency map for cat.

From Eq.~2! it is clear that both the gain and bandwid
of the filter are controlled by the time-varying time consta
t(t). The output of the control path specifies the time co
stanttsp(t) for each of the three first-order gammatone filte
in the cascade that comprises the time-varying third-or
filter in the signal path. The time constanttsp(t) varies over
a range determined bytnarrow ~for sharp tuning at low SPL!
and twide ~for broad tuning at high SPL!, where tnarrow is
greater thantwide. The time-invariant time constant for th
first-order linear gammatone filter in the signal path is se
twide and the gain of this filter is set to 0 dB at CF. Th
values oftnarrowandtwide are determined by the tuning prop
erties of AN fibers. A linear fit of measured values ofQ10

~the ratio between CF and bandwidth measured 10 dB ab
the fiber threshold! for cat AN fibers ~Miller et al., 1997!
determines the value oftnarrow:

tnarrow5
2Q10

2pCF
, ~4!

where theQ10 data is fit by

log10~Q10!50.4708 log10~CF/1000!10.4664. ~5!
651Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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TABLE I. Description of the parameters used in the AN model. The desired values of PST histogram c
teristics are used to derive parameter values for Westerman and Smith’s~1988! three-store diffusion model~see
the Appendix!. The resulting values of these characteristics for the model response are not the same a
input parameter values due to the effects of refractoriness. For example, the spontaneous rate of the mo
response is approximately 45 spikes/s, rather than the 50 spikes/s indicated in the table below~see Fig. 7!.

Parameters Description Values

Basilar membrane tuning filter and control path
vCF characteristic frequency of the fiber~rad/s!
a delay of the onset tone responses for cat~s! See Eq.~3!
AD coefficient for traveling wave delay~ms! 8.13
AL length constant for traveling wave delay~nm! 6.49
xCF distance from apex of basilar membrane~mm!
t(t) output of the control path
tnarrow estimated time constant at low sound level See Eq.~4!
twide estimated time constant at high sound level See Eq.~6!
gcp order of the wide bandpass filter in control path 3
vcp center frequency of the wide bandpass filter 1.2 mm basal to fiber
K ratio of time constant in control path to that in signal path 0.210.8twide /tnarrow

Acp parameter in logarithmic nonlinearity 970
Bcp parameter in logarithmic nonlinearity 2.75
Ccp parameter in logarithmic nonlinearity 0.69
x0cp parameter in Boltzman function 7.6
s0cp parameter in Boltzman function 12
x1cp parameter in Boltzman function 5
s1cp parameter in Boltzman function 5
shiftcp parameter in Boltzman function 0.125
cutcp cutoff frequency of control-path low-pass filter~Hz! 800
kcp order of control-path low-pass filter 3
dc estimated dc shift of CP low-pass filter output at high

level
0.37

R0 ratio of tLB ~lower bound oftSP! to tnarrow @see Eq.~13!# 0.05

Inner hair cell model
Aihc0 scalar in IHC nonlinear function@see Eq.~16!# 0.1
Bihc parameter in IHC nonlinear function@see Eq.~15!# 2000
Cihc parameter in IHC nonlinear function@see Eq.~16!# 1.74
D ihc parameter in IHC nonlinear function@see Eq.~16!# 6.87e-9
cutihc cutoff frequency of IHC low-pass filter~Hz! 3800
kihc order of IHC low-pass filter 7
p1 parameter inVihc rectifying function 0.0143
p2 parameter inVihc rectifying function See Eq.~18!

Synapse
spont spontaneous rate of fiber~spikes/s! 50
ASS steady state rate~spikes/s! 350
tST short-term time constant~ms! 60
tR rapid time constant~ms! 2
AR/ST rapid response amplitude to short-term response

amplitude ratio
6

PTS peak to steady state ratio 8.6
PI max permeability at high sound level 0.6

Spike generator and refractoriness
c0 parameter for relative refractoriness 0.5
c1 parameter for relative refractoriness 0.5
s0 parameter for relative refractoriness~ms! 1.0
s1 parameter for relative refractoriness~ms! 12.5
RA absolute refractory period~ms! 0.75
re
o
m
lin

n
e

ar

e
of
While tnarrow is based on physiological data in the literatu
and is the main parameter for the sharp low-level tuning
the signal-path filter, the actual tuning properties of the co
plete model output are affected by the compressive non
earity of the model. The parametertwide is chosen based o
the desired filter gain at high levels. The difference betwe
twide andtnarrow is directly related to the gain of the cochle
amplifier at a given CF:
oc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
f
-
-

n

twide5tnarrow102gain~CF)/60, ~6!

based on the third-order nonlinear filter.
The gain of the cochlear amplifier, or equivalently th

amount of compression in the model, is a simple function
CF and is limited between 15 dB~at low CFs! and 70 dB~at
high CFs! as follows:
652Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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gain~CF)5max$15,min@70, 20142 log10~CF/1000!#%. ~7!

The gain of the cochlear amplifier, or the amount of co
pression, has not been well characterized at many CFs in
The function above was chosen based on a maximum ga
70 dB for high-CFs~Ruggeroet al., 1997; Nuttall and Dolan,
1996! and a minimum gain of around 15 dB at low CF
~Cooper and Rhode, 1996, 1997! observed in other mamma
lian species, with a smooth transition between low and h
CFs, as observed psychophysically in humans~Hicks and
Bacon, 1999!. This gain function could be easily modifie
when data are obtained from cat; however, the present im
mentation represents the generally accepted concept
there is stronger compression at high CFs than at low C
For model responses to pure tones at stimulus frequen
more than an octave away from CF, there was not m
change in gain as a function of stimulus level@see Eq.~2!#,
which is consistent with the data of Ruggeroet al. ~1997!.

C. Wide-band feedforward control path

The function of the control path is to provide a tim
varying signaltsp(t) to the signal-path filter such that se
eral level-dependent response properties can be replicate
the signal-path filter. The control path is designed to refl
the active process corresponding to the local CF place
well as to the neighboring CFs. The control path consists
~a! a time-varying bandpass filter with a broader bandwi
than the signal-path filter;~b! a symmetrical nonlinear func
tion to compress the dynamic range of the control signal;~c!
a nonlinear function followed by a low-pass filter to contr
the dynamic range and dynamics of compression; and~d! a
nonlinear function to adjust the total strength of compr
sion.

The wide-band control filter is a third-order gammato
filter with its center frequency shifted 1.2 mm basal to t
fiber CF along the basilar membrane~i.e., higher in fre-
quency than CF!. The size of the shift of the wide-band filte
and the order of the filter were based on the shape of
suppression tuning curves in the literature~e.g., Sachs and
Kiang, 1968; Arthuret al., 1971; Delgutte, 1990!. The band-
width of the nonlinear wide-band control-path filter is vari
by tcp(t), which is a scaled version oftsp(t), the signal that
controls the bandwidth of the nonlinear filter in the sign
path. The scaling oftsp(t) by the factorK ~,1, see Table I
to createtcp(t) ~Fig. 1! guarantees that the control-path filt
has a wider bandwidth than the time-varying signal-path
ter, and that the bandwidth ratio is constant. The gain of
wide-band control-path filter is normalized to 0 dB at t
signal-path CF instead of at the center frequency of
control-path filter. As a result, the level-dependence of
gain of the control-path filter differs for frequencies abo
and below CF. This asymmetry is the key to producing
different properties of low-side and high-side suppression
the present model.

The analytical description of the control-path filter
given by the equation:

Gcp~v!>$gaincp~ t !/@11 jK tsp~ t !~v2vcp!#%
gcpe2 j va, ~8!

where
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gaincp~ t !5A11@Ktsp~vCF2vcp!#
2, ~9!

j is A21, andvCF is the radian frequency corresponding
the fiber’s CF. The center frequency of the wideba
control-path filter, vcp was computed using Liberman’
~1982! frequency map based on the 1.2 mm basal shift fr
CF. The parameter gaincp(t) is calculated for every time ste
of the simulation to normalize the gain of the control-pa
filter to 0 dB at CF.

Experimental data show that the cochlear respons
linear at low sound levels and becomes compressive at
dium and high levels~Ruggeroet al., 1997!. The slope of the
compression has been shown to be as low as 0.2 dB/d
the range of 40–80 dB SPL. Two different saturating no
linear functions are used in the control path to implem
this compression. A symmetrical logarithmic function

V@x~ t !#5sgn@x~ t !#Bcp log~11Acpux~ t !uCcp!, ~10!

wherex(t) represents the output signal of the control-pa
filter; Acp , Bcp , andCcp are parameters which determine th
~compressed! dynamic range of the signal before the seco
nonlinearity. The second function, an asymmetrical satu
ing nonlinearity, is a second-order Boltzmann function w
an asymmetry of 7:1~Mountain and Hubbard, 1996!, given
as

out~V!5
1

12shiftcp

3H 1

11e2~V2x0cp!/s0cp~11e2~V2x1cp! /s1cp!

2shiftcpJ , ~11!

wherex0cp , s0cp , x1cp , ands1cp are parameters, and

shiftcp5
1

11ex0cp /s0cp~11ex1cp /s1cp!
. ~12!

The parameters in the two nonlinear functions abo
were adjusted by comparing compression-versus-le
curves for the signal-path filter to physiological BM re
sponses described in the literature~e.g., Ruggeroet al.,
1997!. The parameterAcp determines the level at which th
signal-path filter became nonlinear. Together with the
rameters in the Boltzmann function,Bcp determines the leve
at which the signal-path filter became less compress
again. The parameter shiftcp guarantees that the nonlinea
function passes through the origin. The parameter values
reported in Table I; these parameter values are invariant
function of CF.

The two nonlinear functions are followed by a third
order low-pass filter. The cutoff frequency of the low-pa
filter in the control path is set to 800 Hz. This cutoff fre
quency was chosen to produce an approximately 0.2 ms
constant for the onset of the compressive nonlinearity, c
sistent with the time course of compression estimated fr
click responses of the basilar membrane~see Fig. 8 in Recio
et al., 1998!.2
653Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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The last stage of the control path is a nonlinear funct
that converts the output of the low-pass filter,VLP(t), to the
time-varying time constant of the signal-path filter~Fig. 1!:

tsp~ t !5tnarrowFR01~12R0!S twide/tnarrow2R0

12R0
D uVLP~ t !u/dcG .

~13!

tsp(t) varies continuously between a maximal value
tnarrow ~which corresponds to a long time-constant, for a n
rowly tuned filter! and an asymptotic lower bound,tLB . The
value ofR0 is determined by the ratiotLB /tnarrow. The pa-
rameter dc is an estimate of the dc component of the con
path output at high levels~i.e., a measure of the asymmet
of the control-path nonlinearities!. The nonlinear function in
Eq. ~13! varies the dc value oftsp(t) from tnarrow at low
levels totwide at high levels@see Eq.~6! for twide#. The even
function described in Eq.~13! causes the signal-path filter t
be compressive for both the positive and negative parts
the instantaneous stimulus pressure for low frequency stim
~Cooper, 1996!. Note that the nonlinear filters in both th
signal path and the control path are controlled by varying
filter time constants and associated gains: thus these fi
are inherently stable~as long as positive time-constants a
finite gains are specified!. The time-varying time constant fo
the control path is simply a scaled version of the time c
stant for the signal path:

tcp~ t !5Ktsp~ t ! where K50.210.8
twide~CF!

tnarrow~CF)
. ~14!

D. IHC-AN synapse

Physiological studies have shown that the IHCs tra
duce the mechanical responses of the basilar membrane
electrical potential that results in the release of neurotra
mitter at the synapse between the IHC and the AN fibe
generate action potentials in the AN fiber. Many studies h
explored IHC potential changes in response to differ
stimuli. It is widely agreed that the synchrony coefficient
fibers responding to tones is affected by the ratio of the
and dc components of the IHC response~e.g., Dallos, 1985;
Palmer and Russell, 1986!. This finding is the guideline for
the analytical description of the present IHC model. T
nonlinear function in the IHC model is a logarithmic com
pressive function

Vihc~ t !5Aihc@Psp~ t !# log~11BihcuPsp~ t !u!, ~15!

wherePsp(t) is the output of the signal-path filter~Fig. 1!.
The functionAihc@Psp(t)# and the parameterBihc were ad-
justed to achieve the appropriate IHC response propertie
follows: The asymmetry of the nonlinear function fo
Aihc@Psp(t)#, given by

Aihc@Psp~ t !#

5H Aihc0 for Psp~ t !.0

2
uPsp~ t !uCihc1D ihc

3* uPsp~ t !uCihc1D ihc
Aihc0, for Psp~ t !,0

~16!

changes smoothly as a function of the level of its inp
Psp(t), from 1:1 to 3:1, such that at low sound levels, the
654 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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response increases with a slope of 2 dB/dB compared w
the 1 dB/dB slope of the ac response~Dallos, 1985!. Aihc0 is
a scalar, and the values ofBihc , Cihc , andD ihc are constants
that determine the SPLs of the inflection in the ac and
components of the nonlinear function~see Table I!. Note that
these parameters are invariant with CF. This function
Aihc@Psp(t)# guarantees the appropriate relationship betw
ac and dc response components, as opposed to a hyper
tangent~e.g., Carney, 1993! or Boltzman function, and was
thus critical for obtaining realistic synchrony-versus-level
sponses for pure tones across a wide range of CFs~especially
between 1 and 4 kHz!.

The low-pass filter in the inner hair cell is a sevent
order filter with a cutoff frequency of 3800 Hz. This cuto
frequency was chosen to match the maximum sync coe
cient versus CF for the model to data from cat~Johnson,
1980!. The high order of the low-pass filter likely represen
not only the low-pass filtering properties of the IHC mem
brane but other low-pass mechanisms such as the calc
related synaptic processes~Weiss and Rose, 1988!.

The nonlinear IHC-AN synapse also affects the char
teristics of the AN fiber discharge patterns. A simplifie
implementation of a previous time-varying three-store dif
sion model~Westerman and Smith, 1988; Carney, 1993! was
used in the present model. The parameters in the cur
model were determined according to the equations in
Appendix of Westerman and Smith~1988! based on desired
characteristics of post-stimulus-time~PST! histograms for
tones~see the Appendix!. The values of parameters used
the model are provided in Table I. A detailed description a
discussion of the synapse parameters and their effects o
PST histograms as a function of spontaneous rate will
discussed in another paper. The results presented here
limited to high-spontaneous-rate model fibers, and thus
pend less strongly on the details of the synapse model.

The immediate permeabilityPI(t) is a soft rectifying
function of the model inner-hair-cell response,Vihc ~Fig. 1!,
described as

PI~ t !5p1 log~11ep2Vihc~ t !!, ~17!

wherep1 determines the immediate permeability at rest a
the spontaneous rate of the model fiber. The parameterp2 is
given by

p25H 1165 for CF,685 Hz

2543011010 log~CF! for CF.685 Hz
~18!

and determines the slope of the relationship betweenPI and
Vihc . Thereforep2 affects the threshold of the model fibe
The CF-dependence ofp2 in Eq. ~18! adjusts the threshold
of model fibers at CF to be approximately 0 dB for all CF
The numerical expressions in Eqs.~17! and~18! ~and Table I
for p1! were derived from basic parameters related to
IHC-Synapse model~see the Appendix for details!. The ef-
fects of the external and middle ears on the threshold of
fibers can be included in future models by appropriately
tenuating the input to the model as a function of frequen
referenced to the 0 dB baseline threshold in the pres
model. The output of the diffusion model is the time-varyin
discharge rates(t) prior to the inclusion of refractory effects
654Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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wheres(t)5PI(t)CI(t). For further details of the IHC-AN
synapse model, see the Appendix; also see the appendic
Westerman and Smith~1988! and Carney~1993!.

E. Discharge generator

The model discharge times are produced by a rene
process that simulates a nonhomogeneous Poisson pr
driven by the synapse outputs(t) and modified to include
refractory effects~Carney, 1993!. The time-varying arrival
rate of the Poisson process is described as

R~ t !5s~ t !@12H~ t !#. ~19!

The discharge-history effect,H(t), was determined by a sum
of two exponentials~Westerman and Smith, 1985!:

H~ t !5H c0e2~ t2t12RA!/s01c1e2~ t2t12RA!/s1

for ~ t2t1!>RA

1.0 for ~ t2t1!,RA

, ~20!

wheret1 is the time of the preceding discharge, andc0 , c1 ,
s0 , s1 are parameters~Table I!. Discharges are not allowe
to occur during the absolute refractory timeRA , and H(t)
varies continuously from 1 to 0 as the interval from the p
vious discharge increases beyondRA . The statistics of the
discharge are affected by refractoriness~Teich and Lachs,
1979!, and the parameters in the expression forH(t) ~Table
I! were adjusted to match the statistical properties of
responses~mean and variance of discharge rate! to published
data~Young and Barta, 1986; Winter and Palmer, 1991!.

III. RESULTS

A. Responses to pure tones

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the responses of s
eral model stages for three fibers tuned to different frequ
cies in response to 60 dB SPL pure tones at CF. The ma
tude of the signal-path filter outputPsp(t) decreases as th
fiber’s CF increases due to the larger compression at h
CFs. The control signalt(t), which varies the gain and
bandwidth of the signal-path filter, varies on a cycle-by-cy
basis with the stimulus at low frequencies. At higher fr
quencies, the control signal becomes increasingly domin
by dc energy. Also, the IHC voltageVihc(t) changes on a
cycle-by-cycle basis at low frequencies, but is dominated
a dc bias for responses to pure tones at high frequencies
adaptation in the diffusion model shapes the onset resp
of the fiber in the synapse outputs(t).

Threshold tuning curves are shown in Fig. 3~a! using the
paradigm of Liberman~1978!. The thresholds at CF ar
around 0 dB; these thresholds can be adjusted by addi
middle-ear model to simulate the changes in threshold a
function of frequency that contribute to the audiogram. T
model’s Q10 bandwidths@Fig. 3~b!# are comparable toQ10

data for normal cats from Milleret al. ~1997!. The high-CF
fibers respond at low frequencies, despite the lack of an
plicit ‘‘tail’’ ~Kiang and Moxon, 1974; Kiang, 1975; Liber
man, 1978; Narayanet al., 1998! mechanism included in this
model. This low-frequency response is due to distortion
troduced by the nonlinear filter in the signal path. The lo
655 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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frequency portion of the tuning curve for high-CF mod
fibers is strongly influenced by the cutoff frequency of t
low-pass filter in the control path, which influences the d
namics of the nonlinear variation in tuning and thus the
gree of distortion. The details of the low-frequency respon
~tail! of high-CF fibers were not a focus of this study.

The response to a CF tone grows at a rate less tha
dB/1 dB due to basilar membrane compression. It has b
reported by several authors~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1997;
Rhode and Cooper, 1996! that the basilar membrane re
sponds linearly at low levels and is most compressive
tween 40 and 80 dB SPL. The growth rate for high-CF fib
can be as low as 0.2 dB/dB~Ruggeroet al., 1997!. The com-
pression gain~the gain difference between low levels an
high levels! varies from approximately 10 dB to 70 dB as th
CF of the fibers increases~Nuttall and Dolan, 1996; Coope
and Rhode, 1996, 1997; Ruggeroet al., 1997!. The response
magnitude~ac RMS! of the signal-path filter output as
function of CF-tone level is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. As the
stimulus level increases, the average value of the con
signal is decreases as the system changes from linear to
pressive. At high levels, the model response is less comp
sive due to the saturation of the control path. The results
the model are similar to the nonlinear response proper
described by Rhode and Cooper~1996! and Ruggeroet al.
~1997!, except perhaps at levels above 80 dB SPL, where
most sensitive cochleae appear to have basilar-membran
sponses that remain compressive at very high levels~Rug-
geroet al., 1997!. The amount of compression in the mod
as a function of CF is illustrated in Fig. 4~b!.

As the level of the input tone is changed, the fiber
sponse properties, such as average rate, synchrony, and
histogram shape, also change. The phases of the tem
AN responses are affected by continuous changes in
phase versus frequency properties of the signal-path fi
the phase properties of the signal-path filter are time-vari
as they are affected by the control-path signal. As the ba
width of the signal-path filter changes, its phase proper
also change. The temporal response properties are als
fected by the low-pass filter in the IHC model, which limi
the phase-locking of the response at high frequencies~and
introduces a time-invariant phase shift!. The diffusion model
of the IHC-AN synapse also has some influence on temp
response properties, for example, interval statistics are in
enced by the adaptation and refractory properties of the s
apse model.

It is believed that depolarizing voltage responses of
IHC determine the detailed firing patterns in AN fibers. T
neural synchrony of AN fibers especially depends on
ratio between the ac and dc components of the IHC rece
potential~Dallos, 1985; Palmer and Russell, 1986; Cheath
and Dallos, 1993!. The ac and dc responses for model fibe
at two CFs are shown in Fig. 5. For the fiber with a CF o
kHz, the ac potential always dominates the output of
IHC, resulting in a high synchronization coefficient. F
high-CF fibers, the dc potential dominates the IHC outp
and the synchronization coefficient is lower. At low leve
the dc response in the model increases at a rate of 2 dB
and the ac response increases at a rate of 1 dB/dB, a
655Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model



ms rise/fall
FIG. 2. Responses of several model stages to a CF tone for different model-fiber CFs. The stimulus was a 25 ms duration tone burst with a 2.5
time and was presented at 60 dB SPL. The waveforms shown~see Fig. 1! are ~a! P(t), stimulus,~b! PSP(t), signal-path filter output,~c! t(t) @or tsp(t)#,
control signal,~d! VIHC(t), IHC response,~e! S(t), synapse output, and~f! PST histogram based on 500 presentations and 0.1 ms bin size.
pu
at
g
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id
ng

C
ow,
ported in the literature~Dallos, 1985!. If a transition exists
from an ac-dominated output to a dc-dominated out
within the fiber’s dynamic range, then experimental d
would be expected to show dramatic nonmonotonic chan
in the neural synchrony coefficient as a function of sou
level, especially for mid-frequency CFs~1–4 kHz!. This
656 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
t
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phenomenon is not found in experimental responses~Joris,
1999!, and the model for the IHC was designed to avo
strongly nonmonotonic synchrony-level functions by usi
the asymmetrical function in Eq.~14!.

Figure 6~a! shows the ac and dc responses of the IH
stage for an 800 Hz fiber in response to frequencies bel
656Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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at, and above CF. For comparison, Fig. 6~b! shows an ex-
ample of ac and dc components of responses recorded
an IHC ~Dallos, 1985!. The model responses@Fig. 6~a!# to
tones at frequencies below, at, and above CF are gene
similar to the data, however, they do not saturate as c
pletely as those shown in the examples from Dallos@Fig.
6~b!#. Other reports of IHC responses indicate that these c
may not completely saturate~e.g., Russellet al., 1986!, and
recent models derived to fit IHC responses have incomp
saturation~e.g., Zagaeskiet al., 1994; Mountain and Hub-
bard, 1996!. For example, the dotted curve in Fig. 6~a! shows
the fit used by Zagaeskiet al. ~1994! to the dc component o
IHC responses to tones well below CF. The relatively la
dynamic range of the IHC response in the model is import
in order to support the wide dynamic range of low
spontaneous-rate fibers, which will be pursued in future
tensions of this model.

Figure 7 illustrates average discharge rate versus l

FIG. 3. ~a! Threshold tuning curves for fibers with different CFs. The tuni
threshold was defined as the level that results in a response 10 sp
greater than the spontaneous rate~200 repetitions of each stimulus!. The
stimulus is a 50 ms tone burst with a 2.5 ms rise/fall time~Liberman, 1978!.
Differences in discharge rates were counted between the 50 ms tone
interval with 1.25 ms delay and the subsequent 50 ms silent interval.~b! Q10

measured from the tuning curve of model fibers~solid line! compared with
the data~crosses! from Miller et al. ~1997, Fig. 3!. A linear fit of these data
was used to determine the bandwidth of the signal-path filter at low SP
Q10 was then recomputed from the simulated tuning curves of the comp
nonlinear model across a range of CFs to validate the mo
tuning.
657 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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and synchronization coefficient versus level functions in
sponse to pure-tone stimuli at CF for fibers with CFs of
kHz and 4 kHz. The simulations presented in this study
limited to high-spontaneous-rate fibers; both fibers in Fig
have spontaneous rates of about 45 sp/se. The sustaine
has a dynamic range of 40 dB and the onset rate has a w
dynamic range~Smith, 1988!. The synchronization coeffi-
cient reaches its maximum at about 10 dB above thresh
and then drops slightly as level increases, similar to AN-fib
responses~Johnson, 1980!.

The increased dynamic range of the onset rate is a re
of the adaptation included in the IHC-AN synapse mod
This adaptation can also be illustrated by PST histogram
responses to tones~Fig. 8!. The shape of the PST histogra
changes as SPL is increased. The peak-to-sustained
charge rate increases with SPL, and the latency of the
sponse decreases by integral multiples of 1/CF~Kiang et al.,
1965; Carney, 1993!.

Rate and phase responses to pure tones at freque
away from CF provide more information about the nonline

s/s

rst

s.
te
l

FIG. 4. Compressive nonlinearity of the signal-path filter output in respo
to CF tones for different CFs.~a! rms of the ac component~based on the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the sinusoidal steady-state response! of the filter
output as a function of stimulus intensity. The rms was computed from
cycles of the stimulus starting 40 ms after the onset of the stimulus.
solid line is the output of a linear filter.~b! Compression gain~the reduction
in gain due to the compressive nonlinearity! for model fibers at different
CFs. The compression gain was calculated as the difference of the ga
the responses to CF tones at 0 dB SPL and 120 dB SPL~Rhode and Cooper,
1996; Ruggeroet al., 1997!.
657Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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tuning of the model. Figure 9 illustrates the response a
~responses to tones across a range of frequencies and le!
for an AN model fiber with CF of 2300 Hz, chosen for th
purpose of comparison with the example shown from And
sonet al. ~1971!. Changes in rate as a function of level f
frequencies above and below CF are illustrated in the up
panels. The response area~iso-level contours of discharg
rate! spreads as the input level increases. A level-depen
shift in the peak frequency of the response area was
observed in the results due to the symmetry of the gam
tone filter, which is a limitation of the model. Changes in t
phase of phase-locked responses as a function of level, a
and below CF, are illustrated in the lower panels. The pha
are referenced to the response at 90 dB SPL, follow
Anderson et al.’s ~1971! convention. Systematic level
dependent phase changes have been observed in b
membrane motion~Ruggeroet al., 1997!, in IHC responses
~Cheatham and Dallos, 1993!, and in AN fibers~Anderson
et al., 1971!. The level-dependent change in phase of
phase-locked responses is consistent with the phase ch
expected due to broadening of the signal-path filter as le
increases. The size of the phase change for low levels
comparable to the data from Andersonet al. ~1971!; maxi-
mum phase changes were approximately 0.5p.

FIG. 5. IHC responses to pure tones at CF versus stimulus intensity
model fibers with CFs of~a! 1 kHz and ~b! 4 kHz. The responses wer
measured over 10 cycles of the stimulus beginning 40 ms after the ons
the stimulus. The ac and dc components of the responses increase at
ent rates at low levels, and the dc component dominates the output as th
of the fibers increases~Dallos, 1985!.
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Figure 10 illustrates level-dependent discharge rates
phases, across a range of stimulus frequencies, for a high
fiber. In this case, the phases were computed from the ou
of the signal-path filter and are compared to measuremen
basilar-membrane phase from Ruggeroet al. ~1997!. The
phase change for high-CF model fibers was stronger than
the low-CF fiber because of the stronger compression
high-CFs@Fig. 4~b!#. Due to the rolloff in synchrony at high
CFs ~see below!, it is difficult to compare the level-
dependent phase at high CFs to AN responses. Illustratio
the level-dependent phase based on the filter output
makes it clear that this phenomenon is a result of the non
ear filter in the signal path. The IHC, synapse, and discha
generator models that follow the signal path do not introdu
level-dependent phase shifts.

The maximum synchronization of responses to p
tones at CF as a function of CF is an important description
the temporal response of AN fibers. The synchronization
efficient was strongly influenced by the low-pass propert
of the IHC model. Other factors, such as the low-pass pr
erties of the synapse, also affect the synchronization of
AN fiber ~Weiss and Rose, 1988!. Figure 11 shows the maxi

or

of
fer-
CF

FIG. 6. ac and dc response components of~a! model IHC and~b! actual IHC
responses~Dallos, 1985; with permission!. Both model and actual IHCs
have a CF of 800 Hz, responses to tones at 300, 800, and 1400 H
shown. The dynamic range of the model and actual responses are sim
although the threshold of the actual IHC in this example is lower than tha
the model. The dotted line in the model dc response plot~upper right! is the
fit of Zagaeskiet al. ~1994! to IHC responses to tones well below CF
Zagaeskiet al.’s fit was shifted up to the normalized units of the IHC mod
~by setting Zagaeskiet al.’s parameterRPmax to 0.6!.
658Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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mum synchronization coefficient for the model and for d
from cat ~Johnson, 1980!. The model synchronization coe
ficient is within the scattered data, but is slightly lower th
the mean of the data. The parameters of the seventh-o

FIG. 7. Rate-Level and Sync-Level functions for model fibers with CFs
~a! 1 kHz and ~b! 4 kHz. Sustained rate is calculated in the 10–45
response time window for 400 repetitions. Onset rate is the maximum
charge rate during the first 10 ms and was calculated using 0.5 ms bins~bin
size is one stimulus cycle if the stimulus cycle is greater than 0.5 ms!. The
onset response in the figure is scaled~divided by 5.0! for better illustration.
The discharges in the 10–45 ms time window were analyzed using a 32
period histogram from which the synchronization coefficient was then
culated~scale on right! ~Johnson, 1980!.
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low-pass filter and of the IHC-Synapse model were adjus
to achieve this representation of the rolloff in synchrony a
function of CF over the wide range of CFs modeled.

B. Responses to complex sounds

One goal of this study was to develop a model capa
of simulating the responses of AN fibers to complex soun
Interactions between different components of comp
sounds have been studied for many years to gain a b
understanding of these responses. Two-tone suppression
nonlinear phenomenon of AN responses whereby the
response to a pure tone at CF can be suppressed by a se
tone ~suppressor! ~Nomoto et al., 1964; Sachs and Kiang
1968; Delgutte, 1990!. More recent studies have reporte
two-tone suppression in the responses of IHCs and in
chlear mechanics~Cheatham and Dallos, 1989, 1990, 199
Rhode, 1977; Ruggeroet al., 1992; Cooper and Rhode
1996; Cooper, 1996!. These observations have shown th
the two-tone suppression nonlinearity originates in the m
chanics of the cochlear partition~Ruggero et al., 1992!.
Two-tone suppression is asymmetrical for low- and high-s
suppressors, both in terms of the shape of the suppres
threshold tuning curve and in the suppression growth rate
tones above and below CF~e.g., Arthuret al., 1971; Prijs,
1989; Delgutte, 1990!.

Figure 12 shows suppression tuning curves of two lo
frequency model fibers with CFs at 1 kHz and 2 kHz. T
asymmetry of the suppression-tuning threshold is due to
shift of the center frequency of the wide-band control-pa
filter with respect to the model fiber’s CF. The asymmetry
the model suppression tuning curve is comparable to
reported in the literature across a range of CFs~e.g., Sachs
and Kiang, 1968; Arthuret al., 1971; Delgutte, 1990!. Sup-
pression was found even when the level of the suppre
was in the excitatory region of the tuning curve. This
because the CF tone level is set at a level which results in
of the maximum driven discharge rate~e.g., Delgutte, 1990!,
and the suppressor acts to suppress the response to th
tone at this level. The relatively weak suppression
low-CF fibers, as compared to high-CF fibers~see below!,
especially for frequencies below CF, is due to the relativ
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FIG. 8. PST histograms for~a! model
and~b! actual AN fibers with CF equal
to 600 Hz. Responses are to pure ton
at CF at three different SPLs. Th
stimulus was 25 ms in duration an
presented every 50 ms. The rise/fa
time was 3.9 ms and the bin size wa
0.1 ms. The PST histograms conta
responses to 200 presentations at ea
SPL. The AN response was recorde
as part of another study~Carney,
1990; see also Fig. 7, Carney, 1993!.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of model and actual response areas. Left: Intensity-dependent discharge rate and phase responses for a model fiber with CFz.
Rates were computed from the sustained responses to 100 repetitions of a 50 ms tone burst. The phase for each response was referenced to
response to that frequency at 90 dB SPL~e.g., Andersonet al., 1971!. Right: Rates and phases for the response area of an actual AN fiber with the sam
from Andersonet al. ~1971, Fig. 8; with permission!. The levels chosen for the model simulation~20–70 dB SPL! were selected to approximately match th
levels, with respect to threshold, of Andersonet al.’s data set~i.e., note that the response of the model at 20 dB SPL is similar to the AN fiber’s respon
40 dB!.
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low gain of the cochlear amplifier for low CFs@see Fig.
4~b!#. This pattern of suppression at low CFs is consist
with physiological data~Delgutte, 1990!.

The upper panels of Fig. 13 show an example of a tw
tone suppression tuning curve for a high-CF model fiber
an actual suppression tuning curve with the same CF~Del-
gutte, 1990!. The general shape of the AN-model suppre
sion tuning curve is similar to those reported for AN fibe
suppression thresholds are lowest for frequencies just ab
CF, and there is a broad low-frequency region of suppr
sion. These two properties were introduced into the mode
shifting the center frequency of the control-path filter to
frequency slightly higher than the CF of the signal-path fil
~see above!. In addition to the asymmetry in threshold
above and below CF, there is an asymmetrical growth
two-tone suppression for suppressors above and below
This property is illustrated in the lower two panels of Fig. 1
which show the level of a tone at CF that is required
maintain a constant discharge rate~i.e., to offset the suppres
sion! as a function of suppressor level. The suppress
growth curves for suppressor frequencies above CF are s
lower than for tones below CF in both model and actual A
responses~Delgutte, 1990!. The asymmetry in the model re
sponses is qualitatively correct; however, it is not as stro
as in the actual responses, especially for high CFs for wh
the asymmetry in growth is stronger than for low-CF fibe
~Delgutte, 1990!. More realistic filter shapes, as opposed
the symmetrical gammatone filter, would be expected to
hance this asymmetry. Also, the model suppression at v
low frequencies does not grow as high as in the actual d
660 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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this limitation may be related to the lack of a tail mechanis
at low frequencies in the model.

Another illustration of the differences between two-to
suppression properties for suppressors below and above
is provided in Fig. 14. These plots show rate-level functio
for a CF-tone alone, and for a two-tone stimulus withF1
5CF, andF2 either above CF@Figs. 14~a!, ~c!# or below CF
@Figs. 14~b!, ~c!#. Model responses are shown for two fibe
with CFs chosen to match examples from Sachs and Ab
~1976!. The difference in level between the suppressor to
and the CF tone are fixed. The range of SPLs shown, and
difference in levels between tones, were chosen to yield r
level functions comparable to the examples~note that the
model fibers have lower thresholds!.

The functions in Fig. 14 show several of the trends
seen in the data~Sachs and Abbas, 1976!. For a suppresso
above CF@Figs. 14~a!, ~c!#, the response to the two-ton
complex begins to diverge from the CF-tone response at
levels, and the growth of suppression~as both the CF tone
and the suppressor are increased in level! is gradual. For a
suppressor below CF@Figs. 14~b!, ~d!#, the threshold of sup-
pression is high with respect to that for the CF tone alo
The growth of suppression as level increases above supp
sion threshold is steeper for the below-CF suppressor t
for the above-CF suppressor, although suppression
below-CF frequencies, especially at high levels, is not
strong in the model as in the data~as seen above, Fig. 13!.
The lack of low-frequency tail mechanisms may impose
limitation on the behavior of below-CF suppressors in t
model. The differences between the properties of the abo
660Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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and below-CF suppressors are further illustrated by the f
tional response curves~dotted lines, Fig. 14! which show the
ratio between the response to the CF tone alone and
two-tone complex~Sachs and Abbas, 1976!.

Addition of a suppressor tone affects not only the rate
the response to a tone at CF, but also its phase~e.g., Deng
and Geisler, 1985!. Figure 15~a! illustrates rate-level func-
tions in response toF1 ~a tone at CF, 2900 Hz! and to the
two-tone complex,F11F2, whereF2 is a suppressor ton
at 4700 Hz with a fixed level of 50 dB SPL. Figure 15~b!

FIG. 10. Response area rates~a! and phases~b! for a model fiber with CF
equal to 10 kHz. The phases are measured from the output of the signa
filter; rolloff of phase-locking precludes using phase-locked discharge ti
to illustrated the level-dependent phase properties of the high-CF m
fiber. Phases are referenced to the phase of the response at each frequ
80 dB SPL, as in Ruggeroet al. ~1997!. ~c! For comparison, phases re
sponses from the 10 kHz place of the basilar membrane of chinchilla~see
Fig. 14 in Ruggeroet al., 1997; data are replotted here using the sa
convention as Fig. 9!.
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FIG. 12. Excitatory-tuning~line! and suppression-tuning~plusses! curves
for model fibers with a CF at~a! 1 kHz and~b! 2 kHz. Suppression thresh
olds were measured using the algorithm of Delgutte~1990!. Two 50 ms
stimuli ~combination of suppressor tone and CF tone and CF tone alo!
were presented in alternation and the average discharge rate was calc
over 200 repetitions. The level of CF tone was set to produce 2/3 of
saturated rate response in the model AN fiber~typically at 20 to 25 dB SPL!.
The suppressor threshold was then found as the level of the suppresso
resulted in a 10 sp/s decrease in the response to the combined ton
compared to the response to the CF tone alone. The bandwidth o
suppression-tuning curve is mainly determined by the wide-band filter in
control path.
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FIG. 11. Maximum synchronization coefficient of model AN fibers to C
tones as a function of CF~solid curve!. Each coefficient was computed a
the peak of the sync-level function~see Fig. 7! for a model fiber at each CF
The stimulus was 100 ms in duration with 3.9 ms rise/fall times. The s
chronization coefficients were computed from the 10–100 ms time wind
referenced to the stimulus onset. Maximum synchronization coefficients
a population of AN fibers in cat~Johnson, 1980! are plotted~crosses! for
comparison.
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FIG. 13. Two-tone suppression tuning curve for a model fiber with CF equal to 8.6 kHz~left! in comparison to and AN fiber with the same CF~right,
Delgutte, 1990; with permission!. The upper panels show excitatory and suppression tuning curves~see Fig. 12 caption!. The lower panels show growth o
suppression for suppressors at several frequencies. The level of the CF tone required to maintain a criterion rate~2/3 of saturated rate!, in the presence of the
suppressor tone, is plotted as a function of the suppressor level~Delgutte, 1990!. The asymmetry in high-side and low-side growth rate is comparable w
experimental results from Delgutte~1990! for low-CF AN fibers, but underestimates the asymmetry for high-CF AN fibers.
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shows the phase of the phase-locked responses toF1 alone,
and the phase of the response to theF1 component in the
two-tone complex,F11F2. The trends seen in the mod
phase are similar to those reported by Deng and Ge
@1985, Figs. 15~c!, ~d!# for the majority of AN fibers. The
main effect that they reported, also seen in the model
sponse, is that addition of the suppressorF2 causes an in-
crease in phase lag~where phase lag is the phase delay of
response with respect to the stimulus phase!. The change in
phase is seen in the response toF1 at levels ofF1 where
rate-suppression is seen; at higher levels ofF1, where the
model rate-level functions in response toF1 and F11F2
converge@Figs. 15~a!, ~c!# the model phase functions in re
sponse toF1 andF11F2 also converge@Figs. 15~b!, ~d!#;
similar trends were reported for AN fibers~Deng and Gei-
sler, 1985!. Note that the change in phase with level of t
model response toF1 is much less than for the AN data; th
discrepancy is consistent with the fact that CF is lev
dependent in AN fibers in this CF range while the model
is level-independent. A change in phase in response to
CF tone of the AN fiber is also consistent with the possibil
that the CF of the actual AN fiber was not exactly equal
the frequency chosen forF1 ~whereas in the model, the C
is known!; a mismatch between CF andF1 would result in
level-dependent phase~as illustrated in Fig. 9!.
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The final aspect of the nonlinear response of the mo
to two-tone complexes illustrated here are the combina
tones, or distortion products~Fig. 16!. In this figure, the
magnitudes of the components in the signal-path filter
response toF1, F2, and the distortion products 2F12F2
and 2F22F1, are shown. Although this filter-bank mod
does not provide a medium for propagation of the distort
products to the place tuned to the distortion product f
quency, it is still possible to examine the trends of the lo
level distortion products created by a nonlinear filter mo
~e.g., Goldstein, 1995!. Figure 16~a! shows the response o
the model’s signal-path filter~shown as the magnitude of th
Fourier component at the frequency of interest! to a CF tone
alone, to 2F22F1 with F2/F151.1 and 1.2, and to 2F1
2F2, with F2/F151.1. In each case,F1 andF2 have equal
amplitudes, and their frequencies are chosen such that
frequency of the combination tone is equal to the model
of 8.5 kHz, chosen to match the CF of the example in Rob
et al. @1991, Fig. 16~b!#. The trends in the level-dependenc
of both of these distortion products as a function of lev
and for differentF2/F1 ratios, are consistent with measur
ments from the basilar membrane. The amplitudes of
distortion products in the model are lower than those
ported by Robleset al. ~1991!, which might be expected du
to the fact that propagation of the distortion products a
662Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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FIG. 14. Different properties of suppression for above- and below-CF suppressors. Responses of two model fibers and two AN fibers to tones
two-tone complexes.~a! Model fiber with CF56 kHz. Suppressor frequency is 8 kHz, and suppressor level is 25 dB SPL above that of the CF tone.~b! Model
fiber with CF58 kHz. Suppressor frequency is 2 kHz, and suppressor level is 20 dB SPL above that of the CF tone.~c! AN fiber from Sachs and Abbas~1976,
their Fig. 4! with the same CF and suppressor parameters as the model fiber in panel a.~d! AN fiber from Sachs and Abbas~1976; with permission! with the
same CF and suppressor parameters as the model fiber in panel b. Driven rate is the sustained rate~computed over the 25–45 ms window of the 60 ms durat
stimulus; 500 repetitions were used! minus spontaneous rate. The fractional response~open circles! is the ratio of the driven rates in response to the CF to
and to the two-tone complex.

FIG. 15. Effect of a suppressor on the rate and phase of the response to a tone at CF.~a! Rate-level functions for response of model fiber with CF equal
2900 Hz.F1 is at the CF, andF2 is 4700 Hz. The level of the tone atF2 is 50 dB SPL.~b! The phase of the phase-locked response toF1 is shown as a
function of the level of theF1 tone. Responses are shown for responses toF1 alone, and for the phase of theF1 component of the response toF11F2. ~c!
Rate, and~d! phase for a comparable example from Deng and Geisler~1985; with permission!. The level of the suppressor in their figure was 90 dB.
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FIG. 16. ~a! Amplitude of the distortion products~or combination tones! in the model response as a function of level for equal-intensity two-tone comple
The frequencies of the primary tones were chosen so that the frequency of the distortion product~i.e., 2f 1 – f 2, or 2f 2 – f 1! was matched to the model CF~8.5
kHz!. The level-dependent trends of the distortion products are similar to those measured on the basilar membrane~b! ~Robleset al., 1991; with permission!.
The amplitudes of the model distortion products are not as large as in the data, especially for the 2f 1 – f 2 distortion product. The low-amplitude mode
responses are consistent with the lack of a propagation medium in this filterbank model; the gain that would be experienced by a component as itd to
the best place along the basilar membrane is not included here~see Goldstein, 1995!.
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associated amplification are not included in the model~cf.
Goldstein, 1995!.

Arbitrary input waveforms can be used as inputs to
model, which allows the study of the detailed temporal a
statistical response properties for complex sounds. Figur
illustrates the temporal responses of a model fiber with a
of 1 kHz to two broadband stimuli, clicks and wide-ban
noises. Both responses show periodicities in the PST hi
grams that are dominated by the CF of the model fiber. T
representation in the model response of the envelope of
complex sound is influenced by the peripheral filtering. R
resentation of envelope properties in the model response
664 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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qualitatively appropriate. A quantitative analysis of the e
velope response properties of the model is not addres
here.

The empirical statistics of AN-fiber discharge coun
~e.g., mean and variance! are important for evaluating poten
tial coding schemes in the auditory nerve. Several rep
~e.g., Young and Barta, 1986; Winter and Palmer, 19!
show that the empirical discharge-count statistics differ fr
the behavior of a Poisson process. Differences from Pois
statistics are partly due to the effects of refractoriness~Teich
and Lachs, 1979!. Figure 18~a! shows the mean and standa
deviation of sustained-rate responses of a 1 kHz CF model
e response
FIG. 17. Model fiber responses for CF of 1 kHz to click and noise waveforms. The top panels show the stimulus waveforms, middle panels show th
of the signal-path filter, and lower panels show PST histograms of response to 500 repetitions. The click stimulus is 200ms long and 70 dB SPL~peak
equivalent!. The Gaussian noise stimulus has a bandwidth of 10 kHz and was presented at 50 dB SPL rms.
664Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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fiber to a CF tone and to a wide-band noise as a function
level. The model shows a wider dynamic range for noi
than for tones~Schalk and Sachs, 1980; May and Sac
1992!. Figure 18~b! shows the standard deviation of th
model-response rate as a function of the mean disch
count for both CF tones~crosses! and noise~plusses!. The
dotted line is a fit~from Winter and Palmer, 1991! to the
experimental data of Young and Barta~1986!, and the
dashed line is the standard deviation expected for a Poi
process. The statistical responses of the model fiber are
sistent with physiological responses as summarized by
dotted line.

The revcor function is a useful estimate of the AN
ber’s impulse response based on responses to wide-
noise~de Boer and de Jongh, 1978!. The revcor filters esti-
mated from model noise responses at different levels ar
lustrated in Fig. 19~a! and show changes in bandwidth as
function of the input level that are comparable to actual A
revcor filters @Fig. 19~b!# ~Carney and Yin, 1988!. The
changes in bandwidth of the revcor filters are relatively sm

FIG. 18. ~a! Rate-level functions~mean and standard deviation! for re-
sponses to tones at CF and to wide-band noises for a model fiber with
of 1 kHz. Discharges in the 1.25–51.25 ms time window were counted
200 repetitions of each stimulus. The Gaussian noise stimulus has a b
width of 10 kHz. The responses to the noise are shifted to the right~with
respect to the tone responses! because they are plotted as a function of d
SPL rms.~b! Standard deviation versus mean discharge counts for tone
noise responses. The dotted line is the fit to Young and Barta’s~1986! data
used by Winter and Palmer~1991!, and the dashed line is the standa
deviation for a Poisson process.
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for low-CF AN fibers ~cf. Evans, 1977; de Boer and d
Jongh, 1978; Carney and Yin, 1988! due to the relatively
small gain of the cochlear amplifier at low CFs. Howev
the level-dependent changes in phase near the CF~Fig. 19!
associated with these changes in bandwidth represent sig
cant level-dependent temporal shifts of the AN discha
times at low frequencies that have been hypothesized to
important for level encoding~Carney, 1994!. Recent studies
have quantified the information contained in these nonlin
temporal response properties and have shown that they
tribute significant information for level encoding that is n
included in the average-rate responses of the majority of
fibers ~Heinz et al., 1999, 2001; Colburnet al., 2001!.

IV. DISCUSSION

This report describes a phenomenological model for A
responses that includes the major nonlinearities associ
with the cochlear amplifier. The model has compressive g
in response to tones at CF, nonlinear bandwidth and ph
and two-tone suppression. The model has asymme
growth of two-tone suppression, i.e., suppression-growth
greater for tones below CF than for tones above CF. T
property has been difficult to incorporate into previous mo
els that predict responses to arbitrary stimuli~Delgutte,
1990!. Other aspects of the model discharge properties
high-spontaneous-rate fibers are also appropriate, inclu
saturating rate-level functions, the drop in synchrony a
function of CF, and the statistical nature of discharge cou
across a range of discharge rates. The responses of
model to a wide range of simple and complex stimuli pr
vide reasonably accurate representations of the disch
rates and discharge times of AN fibers across a wide rang
CFs and levels.

Physiological data show that the active process of
basilar membrane is affected by a wide region of the bas
membrane~Delgutte, 1990; Zhao and Santos-Sacchi, 199!.
It has also been shown that tones at frequencies above
below CF have different effects on nonlinear tuning~Del-
gutte, 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1992!. Experimental data on
IHCs and AN suppression tuning curves also suggest tha
OHCs responsible for enhancing vibration of a group
IHCs are located basal to the IHCs~Patuzzi, 1996!. The cur-
rent model’s time-varying wide-band filter in the contr
path, which is shifted slightly basal to the AN-fiber CF,
used to represent the effect of the local and neighbor
OHCs on responses of the signal-path filter.

Several AN response properties were not included
this model and are challenges for future modeling stud
For example, the model does not include tails of tuni
curves ~Kiang and Moxon, 1974; Liberman and Kiang
1978!, the glide in instantaneous frequency in the AN im
pulse response that is related to the level-dependent sh
best frequency~Carneyet al., 1999!, the dramatic changes in
rate and phase in response to tones~i.e., simple-tone inter-
ference! and clicks at high sound levels~Kiang, 1990; Rug-
gero et al., 1996; Lin and Guinan, 2000!, the effects of
middle- and external-ear acoustics~Rosowski, 1996!, the ef-
fects of efferents on the rate and timing of AN discharg
~Wiederhold, 1986; Guinan, 1996!, and low and medium
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r

nd-

nd
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FIG. 19. ~a! Spectral magnitude and phase of the revcor filters of a model fiber with CF of 510 Hz measured from responses to wide-band noise
at several levels. The functions were calculated by averaging 15 ms of the stimulus prior to each discharge time that resulted from a 10 s nois
presented for five repetitions. A Hamming window was used to calculate the frequency responses. The amplitudes of the filter responses were noto
0 dB at CF~Carney, 1993; Carney and Yin, 1988!. Noise levels are given in dB SPL rms.~b! Examples of revcor functions at several levels for actual cat A
fiber with CF equal to 510 Hz~Unit ID: U86166-39, recorded as part of a previous study; Carney and Yin, 1988!.
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spontaneous rates~Liberman, 1978!. In addition, as dis-
cussed above, the filterbank nature of this phenomenolog
model precludes explanation of phenomena that depend u
propagation of signals along the basilar membrane, suc
the overall phase properties and propagation of combina
tones to the position along the basilar membrane tuned to
distortion tones~see Goldstein, 1990, for a description of th
limitation!.

Inclusion of the tails of the tuning curves may play
important role in understanding population responses
moderate- to high-level broadband stimuli, such as spe
sounds, in which significant energy at low frequencies m
influence responses of neurons over a wide range of C
Also, the glide in the instantaneous frequency of the impu
responses will influence both the rate and timing of d
charges for most AN fibers over a wide range of stimu
levels. Because this property interacts with the nonlinear t
ing to produce shifts in frequency tuning with sound lev
~Recioet al., 1996; Carneyet al., 1999!, this property is im-
portant to explore in future models that include nonline
tuning.

The model described here represents a significant ex
sion of our previous modeling efforts~Carney, 1993! in that
the nonlinear tuning is much more accurate without a sign
cant increase in the complexity of the model, and the mo
666 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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has been extended to high CFs. The gain and bandwidt
each AN fiber were influenced by a broad frequency ran
surrounding the fiber’s CF, which resulted in more accur
two-tone suppression. One aspect of the two-tone supp
sion property that was not accurately captured in this mo
was the degree of asymmetry in the growth of suppress
with suppressor level. The asymmetry of the model is sim
to that described for low-CF fibers, but not as strong as
ported for high-CF fibers~Delgutte, 1990!. A future model
that includes CF-dependent shifts in frequency with level
both the signal path and the control path, might be able
accurately simulate this aspect of two-tone suppression.
clusion of the CF-dependent glide in the instantaneous
quency of the impulse responses~Carneyet al., 1999! may
be sufficient to make this aspect of two-tone suppress
more accurate. In addition, interactions between mechani
for two-tone interaction and tail mechanisms in future mo
els would be expected to influence the asymmetry of gro
of suppression.

Extension of this model to include low- and medium
spontaneous-rate fibers is motivated by the need for accu
descriptions of these responses to examine their pote
role in level encoding of pure tones, as well as comp
sounds. It is also important to explore the differe
spontaneous-rate groups in the context of a nonlinear mo
666Zhang et al.: Phenomenological AN model
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since the slopes and dynamic ranges of their rate-level fu
tions are strongly influenced by the cochlear amplifier~e.g.,
Yateset al., 1992!. In addition, the ability of this model to
simulate responses over a wide range of CFs is importan
the further study of models for AN fibers with differen
spontaneous rates. The change in the amount of compre
~or equivalently, the change in the gain of the cochlear a
plifier! as a function of CF has strong implications for t
roles of the different spontaneous-rate fibers in encod
stimulus features at different CFs~Heinzet al., 1999, 2001!.
A nonlinear model for AN responses over a wide range
CFs and spontaneous rates will allow quantification of
information encoded by these fibers~e.g., Colburnet al.,
2001!.

Another direction for extension of this model is to com
bine the nonlinear filterbank approach used here with so
aspects of the parallel signal-processing pathways of
MBPNL approach. Such an effort might allow explanation
a wider range of phenomena than can be explained by e
model independently. The tails of tuning curves~Goldstein,
1990!, the multiple modes of excitation that are suggested
Lin and Guinan’s~2000!, and the level-dependent phase r
lationship between tip and tail phenomena suggested
these and other AN responses~e.g., Goblick and Pfeiffer,
1969; Lin and Goldstein, 1995! are examples of phenomen
that could be approached by combining aspects of these
modeling approaches. The present modeling approach
vides a useful description of both rate and temporal~includ-
ing nonlinear phase! response properties from excitatio
modes associated with the active cochlear process, while
MBPNL approach provides a valuable framework for mo
eling response properties associated with the combinatio
multiple modes~either active or passive!.
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APPENDIX

The IHC-AN synapse model is a time-varying impl
mentation of Westerman and Smith’s~1988! three-store dif-
fusion model that allows simulations of responses to a
trary stimuli. The three stores are the immediate~I!, local
~L!, and global~G! stores. The concentration~C! at each
store varies as the ‘‘substance’’ to be released diffuses;
concentration differences and the permeability~P! at each
boundary regulate the rate of diffusion.

The local and global permeabilities and the three v
umes are constant values; these values are specified in t
of time constants for diffusion and response amplitudes
can be estimated from the literature and adjusted base
the shape of the model’s PST histogram. The desired
sponse properties, based on PST histograms in respon
tones, are used to set the parameter values for the ste
state discharge rate,ASS; spontaneous rate,spont; rapid time
constant for adaptation,tR ; short-term time constant for ad
aptation,tST; the ratio of rapid response amplitude to sho
term response amplitude,AR/ST; the maximum immediate
permeability,PI max; and the peak-to-sustained response a
plitude ratio, PTS.

Several intermediate parameters can then be determ
from those above. The onset rate, rapid and short-term
sponse amplitudes, resting permeability and global conc
tration are computed as follows:

AON5PTSASS, ~A1!

AR5~AON2ASS!
AR/ST

~11AR/ST!
, ~A2!

AST5AON2ASS2AR , ~A3!

Prest5PI max

spont

AON
, ~A4!

CG5
spont~AON2spont!

AONPrest~12spont/ASS!
. ~A5!

The volumes of the three stores are then computed;
several intermediate parameters are defined as~see Wester-
man and Smith, 1988!:

g15CG /spont, g25CG /ASS,
~A6!

k1521/tR , k2521/tST.

Following the strategy of Westerman and Smith~1988!,
the immediate volume is computed as:
VI05
12PI max/Prest

g1$@AR~k12k2!/~CGPI max!#1k2 /~Prestg1!2k2 /~PI maxg2!%
, ~A7!

VI15
12PI max/Prest

g1$@AST~k22k1!/~CGPI max!#1k1 /~Prestg1!2k1 /~PI maxg2!%
, ~A8!

VI5
VI01VI1

2
. ~A9!
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Several other intermediate parameters are useful for the
vation of the other volumes and permeabilities:

a5
g2

k1k2
, b52~k11k2!a, u15aPI max/VI ,

~A10!
u25VI /PI max, u35g221/PI max.

Then, the local and global permeabilities can be specified

PL5S b2u2u3

u1
21D PI max, ~A11!

PG5
1

u321/PL
. ~A12!

The local volume and concentration, and the resting valu
the immediate concentration, are set as follows:

VL5u1PLPG , ~A13!

CI rest5spont/Prest, ~A14!

CL rest5CI rest

~Prest1PL!

PL
. ~A15!

The voltage-dependent immediate permeability,PI var-
ies with the IHC-model voltage,VIHC, through a soft-rectifier
specified as:

PI~ t !5
PSL

PST
log~11ePSTVIHC~ t !!

where PSL5PrestPST/ log~2!

and PST5 log~2Vsat/Prest21!, ~A16!

wherePrest is the resting value of the immediate permeab
ity, and Vsat sets the saturation voltage for the soft rectifi
The value ofVsat varies with CF, in order to maintain th
threshold of the model fibers at about 0 dB SPL at CF:

Vsat~CF)518.54PI maxKCF

where KCF5max@1.5,213 log10~CF/1000!#.
~A17!

Note that Eqs.~17! and ~18! in the text provide simple nu
merical descriptions for the IHC-synapse model express
shown above;p1 in the text is equivalent toPSL /PST andp2

is equal toPST.
The difference equations for the concentrations of

stores in the diffusion model are as follows:

CI ~kT1T!5CI~kT!1
T

VI
$@2PI~kT!CI ~kT!#

1PL@CL~kT!2CI~kT!#%, ~A18!

CL~kT1T!5CL~kT!1
T

VL
$2PL@CL~kT!

2CI~kT!#1PG@CG2CL~kT!#%, ~A19!

where T is the sampling time used in the simulation. T
initial values are set as follows:CI(0)5CI rest, CL(0)
5CL rest, and PI(0)5Prest. Finally, the output of the syn
apse model is:
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S~kT!5CI~kT! PI~kT!. ~A20!

1The code will be made available on the Earlab website at Boston Uni
sity: http://earlab.bu.edu

2The order of this low-pass filter influences the strength of harmonic dis
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